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Queens 54’
A true visual attraction
Strong of the success gained by models presented in the last seasons and by a consolidated
position
of the Queens Yachts brand, the Italian shipyard continues in designing new models extending the
fortunate Queens range. Queens 54’ is an incredibly striking yacht translating form and surface
into beauty and harmony. The final creation is an incredible synthesis that combines balance and
elegance. Arch. Alessandro Inno expressed in the best way possible, the compromise between a
sportsboat with an innovative and aggressive outside line. The futuristic shape of the deck
structure is seductive and gives the yacht an aggressive and rakish look. At sea, comfort is
guaranteed by the smooth lines of the hull that offers a smooth ride through the waves. The
cockpit layout in itself is well fitted with a central U-shaped dining area and a fully-fitted galley.
The characteristics which made our shipyard’s family line famous around the world are present in
the Queens 54’. Internal spaces are endowed with a truly superior sense of spaciousness,
harnessing sources of natural daylight. Everything revolves around the salon with its elegant
dinette and comfortable chaise longue where the passengers may live the most "convivial"
moments on board.
Belowdecks, the elegance of the light interiors all chosen by the Client, is tangible, in particular as
regards furnishing, bulkhead lining, ceilings and cabinets. An extremely rational interior décor
contributes to the strong emotional impact that marks her outlook. The fully equipped kitchen is
very well enlightened thank to large window on top. If the Owner's cabin is duly privileged, the
stern vip cabin does not pale at all, the other guest cabin is ideal for two youngsters. The latest in
sliding door systems are utilized in order to take advantage of every square inch.
The Queens Yachts team achieves astonishing results when its technical and creative ability is
combined with the principles that guide every team member’s work: passion for quality, attention
to detail and respect for nautical tradition. Travelling aboard this luxury motor yacht is an
unforgettable experience that embodies the unison of sportsmanship and refined taste. You will
discover the power of its two 800 CV engines. The ship’s performance capabilities will surprise
you: its abilities at sea, its high level of comfort, manoeuvrability and the overall silence provided
by its innovative 20° variable V-shaped hull.
Let’s experience it at the next Festival de la Plaisance 9-14 September Cannes as a global preview.
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